Product Recall THOR 800 charger
Consumer safety endangered

Dear Distributor,
We, Spanninga Company, have been recently officially informed by the Finnish Safety and Chemicals
Agency called: TUKES, that the charger of the Thor 800 headlamp you have bought shows the
following defects that endanger safety:
1. The lacquer insulated primary coil of the charger transformer is touching the lacquer insulated
secondary coil. The creepage distance requirement between the lacquer insulated primary and
secondary windings is at least 4,8 mm. See picture JAT-20180221-01_transformer.jpg S(EN
60335-1:2012 Annex G Cl. 29)

2. The conductors of the primary side are soldered to the printed circuit board. The fixing of the
conductors is not secured near the connections. A conductor which comes loose can come in
contact with the secondary circuit. See picture JAT-20180221-01_internal wiring.jpg S(EN
60335-1:2012 Cl. 22.31)
3. The enclosure of the battery charger broke down during first strike of 1,0Nm spring
Hammertest. Live parts became visible and touchable. S(EN 60335-2-29 Cl. 21.1)
4. On the printed circuit board there is connected only one capacitor between primary and
secondary circuits. The requirement is two separate components whose impedance is unlikely
to change significantly during the lifetime of the appliance. S(EN 60335-1:2012 cl. 22.42)
Some other defects, not significantly endangering the safety were also noticed:
5. Marking of the name, trade mark or identification mark of the manufacturer or responsible
vendor and marking of rated power or current are missing from the marking plate. (EN
60335-1:2012 cl.7.1)
6. The instruction manual is missing. An instruction manual according to the requirements of the
standard in Finnish and Swedish languages shall be delivered with the appliance.( EN 603351:2012 cl. 7.12 and 7.13)
7. No declaration of conformity is supplied with the product
For these reasons, it is for us a must to organize as soon as possible the replacement of the
defective chargers delivered and replace them by new chargers complying with CE
regulation.
This is why we kindly ask you to
-

-

Stop selling the Thor 800 from now on and inform us about the number of lights
(chargers) that are still in your stock
Forward a copy of this letter to all your customers who bought the THOR 800
headlamp
As we have to organize the recall from the market, either you will be able to collect the
defective chargers from your customers, or if you send us a list, we will directly take
contact with your customers to organize the return and replacement starting week
N°39.
Simultaneously please note that we will publish a warning on the website
www.spanninga.com by the end of August in order to officially inform the market.

We are really sorry about this situation and have already taken serious measures towards our supplier
of charger in such a way that we will be able to supply new chargers early September.
We take this opportunity to thank you for your support towards the company Spanninga and inform
you that from now on, we will pay special attention on these kind of products that we have no choice
but sourcing in SEA.
Best Regards
Olivier Gaume
Spanninga Group Sales Manager

